.1 to A.3 show images from the first to sixth segments, where the first one corresponds to the exit of the channels and the last one corresponds to the location before to the collision with the solid body. The aim is to capture the flow pattern differences among the channel configurations and also to record the primary/secondary break-ups. The recorded images exhibit a flow pattern evolution from the exit of the channels from smaller to the larger ones. The Figure A .1 corresponds to upstream pressure of 10 bar for all the cases. As shown in this figure, the flow pattern changes slightly by increasing the channels diameter, however, when the upstream pressure increases to 40 and 60 bar in Figures A.2 and A.3, the droplet/bubble separation from the main flow gets more intense along with the spray cloud especially in the channel with inner diameter of 504 µm. The transition from micro to macro scale cavitating S2 flow is more apparent for the channels with inner diameters of 504 µm to 762 µm at higher upstream pressures. The selected box on the surfaces is the location where the emerging cavitation jet hits the surface. This approach helps to measure the mean temperature, where the most direct effect of the spray jet impingement occurs. AR01 represents the most relative area that the jet influences on the plate. It was tried to consider the same area of 1 x 1 mm 2 for all cases. However, as the area which was directly impacted by the jet from the tube with the inner diameter of 152 µm was less than 1 mm 2 , a smaller area was introduced for this micro tube.
S2
The uncertainties in experimental parameters are given in Table A.1. They were provided by the manufacturer's specification sheets or were obtained using the propagation of uncertainty method presented in the study of Kline and McClintock [1] . 
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